President Donald Trump held a brief news conference Sunday morning announc- ing that he won't be issuing any pardons at the end of his presidency. So far, the president has not pardoned or commuted any sentences.

Trump's hints about possible pardons have been a running story since 2017. But with the end of his presidency on the horizon, it's likely that the president will not commute any sentences.

This is a key point to understand the potential implications of Trump's departure. If he chooses to pardon someone, it could signal his support for a controversial figure or group.

It's worth noting that Trump has already granted a number of pardons and commutations during his time in office. He pardoned Marc芳G

Republican senators will soon be re- ceiving an invitation to tear apart the GOP ahead of the 2020 elections, and they are going to decline to accept it. It's a trope of pre-impeachment congressional silliness for Republican senators to re- fuse to show up for a Senate trial, even if they know they will lose.

This is a significant step forward for the political class in Washington. It shows that the Republican leadership is ready to move on from the events of 2020.

The problem with President Pence

The official is known as the Vice President of the United States and is the second most powerful person in the country. Pence has been criticized for his handling of the COVID-19 pandemic and his role in the 2020 election.
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